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Subject: Personal Development;   Being Me              Year A : LKS2  
NB The statutory and non-statutory objectives are continuously revisited in a spiral curriculum using Jigsaw 
toolkit. Within themed topic’s we teach objectives discreetly in MTP’s whilst revisiting in outline previously 
taught objectives. For the purpose of this MTP we are emphasising the following objectives that pupils 
should be taught; 
RSHE Statutory Guidance 
Respectful Relationships 3a-e 
Non Statutory Guidance Citizenship KS2 
Developing confidence and responsibility and making the most of their abilities 1a-c 
Preparing to play an active role as citizens 2a-b,d-g 
Developing good relationships and respecting the difference between people 4a-b 
Breadth of Opportunities  5a-h 
Prior Learning (what pupils already know and can do) 
Know what a responsibility means 
Know what a rule is and what a law is  
Know what a reward and a consequence is  
Know that their behaviour has an impact on others   
Know the word democracy and it means we can have different view points  
Know how to use the 4 rules of a conversation   
End Points (what pupils MUST know and remember) 
Know that their self-worth in terms of being kind, considerate, hardworking etc. 
Know what a consequence is in response to a negative action 
Know what a reward is in response to a positive action  
Know what “seeing things from others perspectives mean” 
Know what rights mean, good citizen means 
Know that being a part of a community is valuable 
Know how to take part in a discussion successfully 
Know that we have an election and choose from political parties to form a government 
Know that we have parliament houses, the Lords, Commons, PM and MPs to be our voice  
Key Vocabulary to teach each session;  
Rules rewards sanctions, consequences, citizen, community, group, challenge, appropriate, 
democracy, goals, community, team, challenges, worth, Parliament, constituency, house of Lords , 
house of Commons 
Session 1: Setting personal goals; Recognising my worth, valuing myself and others, making 
responsible choices and accepting new challenges positively and asking for help when needed.  
Taught Year A Being Me Lesson Plans Units 1 &2  
Session 2: Understanding the value of rules, relate to rights and responsibilities and 
understanding how my actions affect others and seeing it from others point of view.    
Taught Year A Being Me Lesson Plans Units 1 &2 
Session 3: Community; I understand how my attitude and actions make a difference in the class 
team. Who is in my school community, and the roles they play and how I fit in.  
Taught Year A Being Me Lesson Plans Units 1 &2 
Session 4:  Democracy; I understand how groups come together to make decisions, having a voice, 
it is important to be valued and how we value others. Value other points of view.     
Taught Year A Being Me Lesson Plans Units 1 &2 
Session 5 Democracy: Review definition of democracy from all have a view point to “rule by the 
people” Explore who has the power; Does this mean the people have more power than King, 
parliament, police? Learn we have a government that is based in London in the Houses of 
Parliament; 2 houses are called Lords and Commons. We have a PM and we have MP’s who 
represent people from their constituency.  Learn how the Government is formed. We have a 
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general election. We have different political parties and on an election day we vote for one. 
(https://constituencyfinder.digiminster.com/)  
Session 6: Debate - Discussion Learn about what a discussion is and the rules for a discussion. 
Agreeing the ground rules for talk; when talking together, relevant information should be shared, 
assertion of opinion backed up with reason, suggestions can be challenged and discussed, all 
opinions are valued, alternative opinions can be considered before a decision, everyone in the 
group should be encouraged to speak, learn about what a discussion is and the rules for a 
discussion. Agreeing the ground rules for talk; when talking together, relevant information should 
be shared, assertion of opinion backed up with reason, suggestions can be challenged and 
discussed, all opinions are valued, alternative opinions can be considered before a decision, 
everyone in the group should be encouraged to speak. 
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